
How do I find 
out about more 

information or enroll 
my child?

Contact the Booker T. 
Washington Inspirational 
Network, Inc- Washington 
Davidson Academies
at:                          
 
7941 E. 57th St., Suite 6
Tulsa, OK 74145

By email at:                                    
wdacademies@gmail.com   

By phone:                                       
918-895-4180

On the Web:
WDAcademies.com

Washington 
Davidson 

Academies 

Destroying 
The Veil Of 
Ignorance



For too long we have argued for better schools and education.  The time has come to 
do something about it.  The problem is not the schools, the teachers, the children, or 
even the parents.  It is the system and focus of education that is the problem.   The 
Washington Davidson Academies want to provide a new model for educating children 
in the 21st Century.

Why: Schools in at risk areas are failing and the various proposed solutions have not worked. We believe we have a 
better model. We want to give your child a better chance at success in life. 

How:  Booker T. Washington said:  “ You may fill your heads with knowledge or skillfully train your hands, but unless 
it is based upon high, upright character, upon a true heart, it will amount to nothing. You will be no better than the most 
ignorant.”
   Taking these words to heart the WDAs will focus on developing a sound, moral and upright core character in its students 
as a foundation for learning. With that core we believe children and adults will want to learn and learn for the right reasons. 
We believe that teaching why we learn and how we learn are as important as learning itself.
Learning is also not just about academic knowledge.  It is about life skills, work ethic, and competing in all phases of life to 
become successful members of society.

What: Washington Davidson Academies are what we consider functional learning centers. We offer a safe disciplined 
learning environment where young people can learn in peace with all of the support they need to succeed.

When: Beginning in September of 2015 WDAs will open two learning centers for children age 4-7 or Pre-K through 2nd 
grade.  These will be located in Oklahoma with one in North Tulsa and the other in Muskogee.   

Enrollment begins August 1st.
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